c:scape™ Mid Storage Outer Side, Top and Back Replacement
#2 SQUARE
OR QUADREX

#2 SQUARE
OR QUADREX
DRIVE BIT

If you have a problem, question, or request, call
your local dealer, or Steelcase Line 1 at
888.STEELCASE (888.783.3522)
for immediate action by people who want to help you.
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and the U.S. Virgin Islands, call: 1.616.247.2500)
Or visit our website: www.steelcase.com
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#8-18 X 3/8" SCREW

Removing Outer Side
1. Remove three (3) #8-18 x 3/8"
screws.

2. Gently pull the bottom flange of

1

the outer sides out past the inner
side flange (Fig.1) and then pull
toward the bottom of the unit to
disengage the inner side hooks
(Fig. 2). Remove sides.

3. Re-install the side by reversing

OUTER SIDE

steps 1 and 2.

Side View
Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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#8-18 X 3/8" SCREW

Removing the Top
1. Remove both outer sides by

performing steps 1 and 2 on page 2.

2

2. Remove two (2) #8-18 x 3/8"
screws from each side of the
underside of the top.

3. Top slides off from side-to-side.
NOTE: Top will only slide one
direction, either left to right or right to
left. Try one, if that doesn't work,
slide it the other direction. Note
which way you slid it off.

TOP

3

4. Re-install the top by reversing

steps 1 thru 3. Make sure you slide
the top on the opposite direction
(reverse) of how it slid off and that all
top clips are properly engaged. (You
can check this by pulling up gently
along the length of the top - both front
and back. The top should not lift off).

OR
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Removing the Back
A: For All Units Except
Mid Storage Tall
Shared Slider Units

BACK

3a
#8-18 X 3/8" SCREW

1. Remove both outer sides by
performing steps 1 and 2 on
page 2.

2. Remove the top by

performing steps 2 and 3 on
page 3.
NOTE: For a shared tall unit,
just remove the (1/2) back that
needs to be replaced.

3b

3. Remove the #8-18 x 3/8"

screws (outer row of screws)
securing the back from the top
(3a) for each top. (Number of
screws will vary depending on
size and configuration.) Remove
the back (3b).

4. To re-install the back, reverse
steps 1 thru 3.
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Side View
BACK FLANGE
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Removing the Back
B: For Mid Storage Tall
Shared Slider Units

BACK

1. Remove both outer sides by

performing steps 1 and 2 on page 2.

3a

2. Remove the top by performing
steps 2 and 3 on page 3.

NOTE: Just remove the (1/2) back
that needs to be replaced.

3. The back pops in and out. Gently
slide a putty knife in at the top and
use it to flex the back flange out of
the track (3a). Start at one end and
work across. The flange will "unzip".
Remove the back (3b).
NOTE: A wide putty knife may work
better.

3b

4. To re-install the back, flex the

bottom so the tabs insert into the track.
Then carefully flex/feed the top into
its track until it pops/springs into
place.
NOTE: Align the center hook feature,
on the back, to the center slot in the
track.
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